Ayurveda and Tantra are very intimate as both have common emergence from the Atharvaveda. Both are liberal, secular and providers of bhoga (enjoyment) as well as moksa (liberation). In Ayurveda, the daiva Vyapasraya Cikitsa (spiritual treatment) contains mostly the Tantrik practices including mantras. It is explicitly said that the tantrik practices, if wrongly observed, may cause mental disorders (C. Ni. 7.4). 'Tantra' is so called as it contains great ideas and concepts and renders protection to the people 1 . Ayurveda has also the same features and as such the original practices of the same are known as 'Tantras' such as Agnivesa Tantra etc.
Gradually Tantra developed into various forms because of influence of different philosophical sects. By the middle of the medieval period it developed to the maximum and a great deal of literature was produced.
Universities like Nalanda, Odantapuri and Vikramasila were engaged in teaching and research in Tantra and a number of great scholars were devoted to its theoretical study and practical application. Though there are various branches of Tantra, 'Tantra' mainly denotes saiva and sakta agamas. According to this, creation is interplay of siva and sakti. In essence, they are one which is static aspect is called as siva and dynamic one as sakti. The ardhanarsvara concept is based on this idea where siva and sakti are shown as two aspects of one body. In differentiation of creation Iccha (desire), Jnana (knowledge) and Kriya (dynamism) take active role which are also known commonly on sattva, Rajas and Tamas 2 .
Tantra during the medieval period has influenced Ayurveda greatly in the following ways:
1. Tantra led to the establishment of a new branch of Ayurveda known as Rasa Sastra dealing with preparations and process of mercury and minerals. The object was to make the body firm and long-lived so that man can pursue his wordly and spiritual objects.
Poisons were used in various Tantrik
practices and also in mercurial processing.
3. In Sakta Tantra, particularly in Kaula sect, Pancatattva is very important which includes madya (wine). But in its absence, other narcotic substances like Bhanga (Cannabis), Ganja are recommended as substitute3.
This led to the prevalence of such substances which also became to be used as drugs. It is to be noted that though Bhanga is mentioned as early as in Atharvaveda, its use as drug is not found before the medieval period.
4. 'Nadi' gained importance during medieval period because in Tantra these played important role in Tantrik practices. In them, Prana vayu seemed to travel and thus they were basis and indications of vital breath. Though in introduction of pulse examination various factors have taken part, Tantra also has contributed, to a great extent, in its development.
Now, let us examine the influence of Tantra on Sarngadhara in the above background.
1. In the beginning of the work, the author offers salutation to Ardhanarisvara (Half male and half female) from which is the Tantrik concept of the union of Siva and Sakti. Again he refers to salutation to siva while collecting the medicinal herbs (I. I. 57).
Dealing with the evolution of creation, he follows the siva-sakti concept of Tantra.
Sakti is the eternal force of Prakrti (matter) which is transformed into various elements under the contact with the conscious principle (siva) 4 . 5 is interpreted as description of the respiratory process -the inner breath coming out to take the nectar of the sky (Visnupadamrta) and then coming back with more vigour and energy. This Visnupadamrta is taken as oxygen in the fresh air in the outer environment. But it has also a Tantrik interpretattion. According to this, the vital energy represented by Kundalini moves through Nabhi (Manipura Caraka), Hrdaya (anahata Cakra), Kantha (visuddhi Cakra) to Agni Cakra and then to Sahasrara (brain) to drink the nectar following from Cicchandra (siva) and thereafter coming back to its normal position. By this process, body attains fresh vigour and energy Adhamalla, the commentator on Sarnkadhara, hints to this interpretation 6 .
A very popular verse
3. The first reference of the Pulse examination is found in the Sarngadhara Samhita. Even if there might be several factors in evolution of this method, Tantras played important role in developing the concept of Nadis as Carriers of vital breath. That is why in spite of being dhamani (artery), pulse is known as 'Nadi' because it is indicator of vital condition of the person 7 .
4. Sarngadhara has described the processings of metals (II, 11) and mercury (II, 12) in details quoting a number of mercurial formulations. It is well known that the study and use of the above developed under the influence of Tantra and as such it is not surprising that Sarngadhara, a devotee of Tantra, adopted it. 8. In Sodhana (purification) of Kharpara, human urine is used 10 . I feel that the use of human urine developed under the Tantrik tradition.
9. Sarngadhara has used bhanga (Cannabis) as an ingredient in Jatiphatadi curna (11. 6. 72) and also mentioned its narcotic effects (I. 7. 203). The use of bhanga as a narcotic drug was prevalent in Tantrik tradition 11 .
Thus it is quite evident that the age in which Sarngadhara emerged on the state was dominated by Tantrik tradition and as such it was but natural for him to adapt and adopt the ideas and utilize them in his work.
